
Where to stay:
if you're not staying in hostels, you're not backpacking. The whole fun of it is the lack 
of privacy and the fact that you have to keep meeting people. It's all the struggles of 
weird toilets, cold showers, uncomfortable beds, missing blankets, and no towels that 

makes it what it is.

Backpack
ello… iello… if you're backpacking, bring a fuckingbackpack, unless you're like the king of 
traveling light and can bring a weekend bag, you're not backpacking if you're lugging 
around a massive suitcase. I met a few people doing this, and maybe it's better for 
your back or something, but with dodgy transportation and whatnot, there's no 

reason to be pulling a suitcase through broken roads of ghetto cities. The whole term 
backpacker comes from the fact that you're wearing a fucking backpack. yes, you 
might be still living out of a suitcase, but you look like a massive gimpson.

HHygeine:
lol.

WWell, I guess there is something to say about it. There's a lot that you have to be 
willing to give up, and there's a lot that humans don't actually need. In australia my 
shampoo was thrown out for bag weight problems, and I never really eneded up 
buying anything more than single use packets since then, for the few times I decided 
to wash my hair. Hair doesn't need shampoo. After like a week or less, it takes care of 
itself. This is not to say that the fact that I didn't have a brush, and have long hair, 
was also smart, as there were multiple times where Id feel the beginnings of a dread 
foforming and have to pull it apart, but it is to say that you don't need all the little 
luxuries you're used to having. People are as stinky as you are. no one cares.

Laundry:
Okay, two months… I did laundry twice. The first time everything came back smelling 
like it was packaged in the same company as horribly artificial air fresheners, and the 
second time all my shit was pink, filled still with powder, or funky…. and definitely felt 
no bit cleaner. I hand washed underwear when I could be bothered hand washing 
underwear, but otherwise, as I said, everyone's in the same boat. I bought a pair of 
pants and wore them for 8 days straight. It happens! I also only had one bathing suit 
with me, which the only problem now is the horrible tan lines I've accumulated that 
arare the exact shape of that singular bathing suit. I do not recommend this, but thou 

must travel light.

Theivery:
okay, so you'll go on a bus or train or ferry or whatever the fuck and put your bag 
under. lock your bag. [even though I already mentioned how you could just hit any 
padlock with a hammer and it will open, unbroken] because they usually have kids 
down there going through your shit and stealing things. Can never trust that you 
won't lose something, so bring your valuables to your seat with you and snuggle with 
them… sometimes a digital SLR is the stuffed animal you've been needing all along.

While this mWhile this may happen, and while everywhere you go you're constantly getting ripped 
off [which is bizarre since you're paying so little] the worst thieves are other back-
packers. Sounds ridiculous, but you'll meet people who say how they've been travel-
ing for 18 months on like $600 or something. you're amazed, thinking how you've 
been budgeting so poorly, and then realize that all they've been doing is stealing 
from other backpackers and pickpocketing. They're the wors enemy since you'd never 

expect it. I'll share two stories.

Story 1: Travis, as I mentioned in my phuket post had his wallet stolen. He was inter-
acting earlier with a canadian guy who was one of these ive-been-travelling-for-
ages-on-fuck-all people, and they took a picture together, and then the canadian guy 
left…. the next thing travis noticed was that he was missing his wallet. We can't guar-
antee it was the canadian, but for someone to get in picture pose [best for pickpock-

eting] and then proper disappear is a wee bit suspiciou

story 2: So I was on this booze cruise in cambodia and, I mean, my memory is a little 
foggy of the event… booze cruise… but I did have a serious chat with some guy for 
a while about piercings and whatnot. He asked about my earrings, and I just 

remember the conversation going to my pearl earrings. He asked if they were real 
pearls, and thinking nothing of it I told him that they were, and they were my moms… 

They were nothing special, but yeah, probably real.
TThat night, I was missing one of them. I mean, I lose earrings all the time, but those 
are the only two earrings that proper never fall out randomly. I don't know how the 
hell he did it, but I have no doubt that he did, and I reckon if he was able to on such 
a crowded dancing boat get away with taking an earring out of someone's ear, he 

almost deserves it.

Transportation:
I didn't I didn't really think about it until I started doing it, but traveling takes ages…. Like 
you might think you're in cambodia for 7 days, but you can easily subtract 1.5 from 
that just for the time it takes to get from one place to another. It's not like america 
[where it still takes ages] where the roads are direct from where you start to where 
you finish, with 6 lanes on each side… you never know what's going to happen.

The trail:
SSo, everyone's doing the same thing. They either just came from where you're going 
to next, or are heading there soon. There's a backpacking trail that everyone's on, 
and there's such a high chance that you run into someone again, somewhere. It 
happened a couple of times for me, fewer than for most probably just because I was 
moving so quickly, but it's strangely beautiful and amazing…. if you don't actually 
run into them, you'll end up meeting someone who was complaining about someone in 
some hostel you also stayed in [a week later] and realize that you know exactly who 
ththey're talking about, and you were in the same bed as they were the week before, 
listening to the same annoying person playing movies on their effing iPhone all night. 


